
September 28th,lg3g

My dear Joe:

Perhaps you will have seen John Hazard by the time
this letter reaches you, and he may have told you about two young
men, named Wledemann a May, in whom we are interested. They All
be in Moscow for two or three weeks in October and November.

Last ser they took an eight week’ course in
Russian at the University of California, Berkeley. May’s father
is head of the Department of Public Administration at that insti-
tutio: and is an influential person in California. Young May is
an extremely promising nathematician and is particularly inerest-
ed in the statistical problems involved in large scale planning.

iedemann has been trained in theatics and basic
science and is developing a concern with the interaction of
science and society. The social implications of science is a
subject that is being given increasin attention, both in this
country and abado Scientific publications, such as the English
Nature" and the American "Science", contain one or re articles
beari on it in nearly every issue. The erican Association for
the Advancement of Science plans to hold four or five general con-
ferences under the heading "Science ari Society".

Any encouragement or assistance you feel at liberty to
give these young men Ii be greatly appreciated by their numerous
personal friends and by the trustes of this Institute.

Washington has been beckoning for several months but
I mve only been there once and then only for a few hours. About
mld-0ctober I expect to be there for a week or so to gossip
with several of our friends.

Mr. Crane is still living at his country place, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts. He had a setback im At but nowaccordlng
to reports, is fairly well, considering his age.

With cordial greetings and good wishes, I am,

Hon. Joseph E. Davies,
Ameri Embassy,
Moscow,

Yours sincerely,
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Rogers;

Moscow,USSR.,
October 3,1937.

I was glad to get your letter of Sept.
21st and to learn that the boys are on the way. I am
looking forward with the greatest anticipation to
meeting them, and I know we ar going to have a lot of
fun together. They will be wise to stay and see the
November celebrations, as they reall are quite a sight
the first time. Already it is so cold t.t I fear that
we may have snow bythen, but I guess both of them are
ready for the weather.

i

I shall do what I can to get them
started. Personally I thinktere will be little possible,
as their fies have been und,r the hottest fire, cul-
minating in thee census failure. But we shall try and
no one can ver tell in advan@ what will turn up.

Herman has reserved me a cabin on the
Christmas sailing of the Manhattan which reaches N.Y.
ecember 22nd. The U. of Chicago tells me that I must
be ready to start classes January 3rd. It means that
there Will be precious little time between landing and
oing West, but my time is so Valuable here that I have
put off sailing until the last possible moment. Should
you want m there earlier than the 22nd, cable me and I
will come on an earlier sailing. I chose the Manhattan
so as to have a longer more l@isurely crossing in which
o write. I never-got a hing done on the Normandie which
was in ew York before I turned around.

I shall mall you in a few days a letter
directed to the visa department asking for an exit visa
for me in December. This is a ne- regulation. Please be
sure to sign it and put on the Institute seal and return
as quickly as possible. I also am mailing starting yester-
day packages of books. Please hawe en note the numbers of
the bundles, (upper left hand corner of each) and write
me how they have come through. I got some wrapping paper
here, and I only hope that it holds together.

Ben also is keeping for me some maps and
charts of Sovietgovernment set-ups. I will need them in
teaching this wter, and so please have him get each one
mounted on canvass so that it won’t tearo They are too
rare and valuable to lose. I shall send some more on soon
to be treated in thle same way, and also,will mail on some



charts which I have sketched myself and which I want drawn
to th scale of the printed charts he now has. You probably
can find a draftstman to do it. Also please hawe those
charts mounted on canvas as well, and all of them ready for
m to take to Chicago when I land.

In view ofour talk of last summer on writing a
S olumn on legal developments in various parts of
the Wd, I have interested myself in trying to prepare a
sa.] el such a one about the new Soviet.electoral system.
The publication of the electoral law in July which makes all
details certain, together with massesof articles in the
papers hag made possible the preparation of a pretty detailed
account of just what the procedure is. I have written it
without footnotes and as lightly as I could with such a
subject. It is now being corrected by a friend, and I shall
send it off when he returns it, which should be ithin the
next ten days. If you think it good enough,you may be able
to find some place for it, either with the agencies or with
somebod’s Sunday agazine Section. I shall leave that up
to you.

Also I have mailed to the Chicag Law eview the
paper they wanted on the Child in Soviet Law..e can only
wait and see whether it is what they wanted. It was fun to
work it up, for the material is enormous and the subject in
the public eye at the moment.

gy lectures are going well in Political Economy,
Theory of the State and Law, Adinistrative Law, and some
few lectures in Dialectic materialism. They all come twice
a Soviet week for two hour so that I keep running up to
school every day, and the rest of the time I am trying to
fill in loose-ends of work I had not yet finished, as well
as write up things I have not before touched. It makes a
full but pleasant day, and I am far more cheerful than I
was last year after things slowed down with the change in
theories. Already there is activity and new thought afoot,
and in the general spirit of vitality I find great inspiration.
I start next wekk on trying to prepare those lectures for
this winter, and a nice job it is going to be.

Greetings to you all,

JNH.
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4oscow,USSR.,
October 7,1937.

Dear ir. Rogers

A new law raising the top possible limit
for imprisonment from ten to twenty-five y,ars has een
the lawyer’s highlight of the.week. Although at first
glance the event would appear to be of little importance,
a look at the change as nothing more than anincrease
in penalties would mean missing much of the interest
accompanying the pullcation. In reviewing earlier laves
ne finds that this act is but the last step in a notable
progression.

Soviet law since the earliest criminal
statutes has provided three bsic types of punishment in
addition to the minor forms of warnings, censures fines,
and confiscation of property,These three are: (al "com-
pulsory work", which means a eDtence defining the place
and period during which the condemned is required to work
at a minimum wage. His freedo is not otherwise limited
in any way, and in practice te sentence usually designates
the defendant’s present place,-of employment so that
nothing is changed by the sence except that the condem-
ned receives far less money for his tgil and must remain
on the job; (b) deprivation f liberty by imprisonment
in detention houses or work camps; (c) capital punishment,
by shooting.

The earliest criminal statute of 19191 did
no more than to list general principles to guide courts which
up to that time had been instructed to decide questions on the
basis of revolutionary conscience. This statute listed thse
types of punishment, and allowed the udge to chbose the
penalty deemed most expedient. Shooting was defined as the
unusual method of social defense and was permitted only in the
most serious cases. In practice "compulsory work" was applied
to those who committed minor crimes, while more important
acts drew terms of "deprivation of freedom", which is now
being called imprisonment again.

In 1921 a law appeared putting a top limit of
five years upon imprisonment,i while all the rest remained

limit,basedunchanged. Here was introduced the principlof a
largely upon what was thought to be adequate time for refor-
mation. Fer the more dangerous case where reformation could not
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be expected to be effective, shooting remained as a means of
protecting a society organized in keeping with principles of
the proletarian revolution.

The irst full criminal code in the
appeared in i%3, and this long code defined specific types
of crime in its numbered articles. For each crime there was
appended a paragraph giving maximum and minimum possible
sentences, the court being left free to choose within the
limits. As a general principle governing the whole code, it
was established that no "compulsory work" should be decreed
for less than ? days or more than one y.ear, and imprisonment
was to be ordered only for periods of from one to ten years.
Shooting remained aspca measure of defense in extreme cases.
Here was a ralsing off’the top limit on iprisonment, it being
felt that five years waShardly commensurate With the serious-
ness of some crimes, which at th same
nuhtoi!?meuie the protection of society thDough complete
extermination of the criminal.

When the Soviet. Union was formed in 193 and’e4,
the new Guiding Principlesfor all Republics in the main
repeated the provisions already well-known in the legislation
of the R.S.F.S.H., which became one of the fourtRepublics
making up the Union. This general law did not,however, set a
minimum atall, and left each epublic to determine its own.

The next change came-in 198 with the publication
of the second criminal code in the R.S.F.S.R. Here the change
was not in the upper limits. Those tops had been fied by the
General Principles, but the. alteration came in the lower limits
which the Union law had not even mentioned. "Compulsory work"
was given a lower limit of one day and a maximum of one year.
Imprisonment could be odered for as short a time as one day.

These lower limits were changed again in 19306 when
the principle existing up to October of this year was added by
amendment--ompulsory labor" for periods of from one day to one
year, and imprisonment from one to ten years. Shooting remained
for the unBsual case.

These laws bring out the fact that variations in the
lower limits have been general, but since the earliest years, the
principle of a low fixed upper limit has remained. At first it
was set at five years, and shortly raised to ten. That figure has
remained ever since 19.

On October nd7 Came the new law extending the
penalty to twenty-fie years or capital punishment for. cases
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involving spying, explosions, wrecks, arson with loss of life,
and other acts of diversion. The law goes further than these
crimes, for it removes the general limit of ten years as a
principle to govern criminal law policy, and thus opens the
door for the later extension of penalties to twenty-fie years
for crimes which the central uthorities may designate.

The papers have not assisted us in determining what
this change means as no interpretive articles have appeared
since the publication of the law. Perhaps it will be safe to
guess that something like the folloving considerations were
involved: The past few months have seem an extensive clean-up
of persons alleged to have played an intentional part in the
slowing down of industry, the failure of the census, the poor
production of the motion picture studios, misuse of the provin-
cial press, and misuse of high positions in the various
publics. It must have been apparent that many of these people
were hardly as unimportant as a murdevho does not set uut
to wreck socialist society. Yet the code classed them together
since both could be given ten years imprisonment. At the same
time it must also have been clear that they were not a dangerous,
nor as treasonable as an Army arshall who violated his oath.
Yet the Code provided no other penaltesexept the small ten
year term or shooting for all this class of case.

The way out was found in typical Soviet fashion. No past
traditions or theories were permitted to act as a brake upon the
introduction of policies deemed necessary at the present period
of history. Out went the old top limit, together with the theory
that a man who could not be reformed in ten years might as well
be shot, and we are presented with a new amendment, boldly breaking
with the past and startling law students who had learned the old
principles by heart.

If one accepts this explanation, it would seem that one
should also draw the conclusion that the new law amounts to a
withdrawal from the broad application of the death sentence. In
the past capital punishment was administered generally to persons
obviously more dangerous than the violator of personal rights
of a single individual and yet iclearly not as dangerous as a
national traitor. Now a middl stage will be possible and since
on any graph, the middle group!is the largest, those wo formerly
have been wholly removed from society because they were beyond
the less dangerous type of criminal will now be removed from
active participation with_in society for long periods Of time.

Greetings,

JNH

For translation of new law and citations to old onegsee next page.



Citations

i. Collection of Laws of the R.S.F.S.., 1919, No. 66 ,Art 590.
see esp. sec. 25 listing the types of punishment.

2. Collection of Laws of the .S.F.S.E., 1921,No.22,Art.138.
Law of arch i,1921 at sec.I.

3. Collection of Las of the .S.F.S.., 192,No.15,Art.153.
see secs. 34 and 35.

4. Collection of Laws of the U.S.S.r., 1924, No.4, Art.205.
see secs. 18 and 19.

5. Collection of Laws of the R.S.F.S.R., 1926,No.80,Art.600.
see secs. 28 and 30.

6. Collection of Laws of the E.S.F.S.R., 1930, No.26,Art.344.

7. See Izvest!ya, No. 231(6393) of October 3,1937.

Decree of __the _Central Execut_ive _Commi.tee of,, the U- .,,S-.-

By the existing criminal legislation of the U.S.S.R. and
Union Republics for the struggle with espionage,wrecking, attempts
to organize wrecks, explosions, arson with loss of human life,
and other acts of diversion there is established as a measure
of criminal punishment--deprivation of.,.liberty for a period not
greater than ten years, and for more serious kinds of state
crimes--the supreme measures of punishment--(shooting).

For the purpose off,struggling further with this type of
crime and to give the court th opportunity to choose for these
crimes not only the supreme measure of punishment(shooting),
but also deprivation of liberty for a longer period, the Central
Executive Committee decrees:

i. I modification of Art.18 of "The Basic Princi,lesof criminal legislation, of the U.S.S.R. and Union Republics,there
shall be established as ameasure of punishment deprivation of
liberty for not more than 5 years,

9. It shall be proposed to the entral Executive
Committees of the Union Republics to bring their legislation
into accord with the present decree.

President of thin entral
Eutive Com’itee of .Kalinin
the U.S.S.r.

Secretary of the Central
Executive Committee of AoGorkin
the U .S .S .R.

Moscov, The Kremlin,
0ctober 2,1937.
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Iio scow,USSR.,
October 18,1937.

Dear ro Rogers;

Educational work for the homing elections
was greatly speeded up with the setting of a date for the
first elections to the Supreme Soviet. December 12th has
been chosen, and between now and then we are going to see
great activity.

The actual mechanics of the new elections
are complicated enough for the mass of the people who know
little about stepping into a ,curtained booth and choosing
a candidate in secret. They are not a great deal better
known to the persons who are being delegated to run the
elections, make arrangementsfor setting up poling places,
manufacture ballot boxes and,print ballots. ost of these
people hve already been trained in Party or Komsomol
circles, and already they are throughout the country
conducting master classes from which lesser experts go into
every factory, office, club, School, and. social gathering
to lead the discussion.

Some of these study groups are on a pretty
high intellectual level as i the Law Institute or at the
Professional clubs. In those places the mechanics are
easily grasped and the political aspects can be.dlt.with
very soon after the circle begins meeting. In other groups
where less advanced people are being taught, circles have
already been meeting every week for a long time to rehearse
just the simple elements of how one votes and nominates.
Those details I have made the subject of another paper, and
I shall not reproduce them hereo

Far more interesting to the foreigner than
the technique of voting, which can be easily mastered_ is
the political education accompanying the technical epla-
nation. The political aspects are of extreme importance,for
these elections are very serious. Nillions are being given
the opportunity in secret to cross out names they do not
like leaving the name of their chosen candidate. Party
members explain that if the mass of the people did not un-
derstand Which groups were the ones most interested in the
long-run future of the workers,they might be mislead by
demagogues. They might vote for people who emphasize the
shortcomings of a system still going through severe growing
pains, and the result might be a real setback for the
leadership of the country.



any lectures are being given to once again
point out the unusual position of the Party as the van-
guard of the proletariat, and the public is advised of the
need of choosing candidates who, if not Party members
are at least persons led by the spirit of Lenin and Stalin.
The tnor of these talks is reflected in a speech made at
the huge Stalin aute factory by a member of the newly
created entral Electoral Commission. He ended with these
words: "We. must hot forget that enemies are also actively
preparing for the elections. hile not exaggerating the
strength of our enemies, we must at the same time not sleep
on our laurels." In response to this speech the workers
unanimously adopted the following resolution, starting
with; "e --workers, engers, and clerks of he oscow
Auto Factory named for Stalin as a unit give our ote to
the. candidates put forward by the Party of the Bolsheviks."

The sailors of the Amur fleet in their resulu-
tion unanimously declared that they ould give their votes
only to the deputies true to the work of Lenin and Stalin.
The wall newspapers around town are appearing with headlines:
"We give our vote to our first candidate) Comrade Stalin."
These are only preliminary events showing the nature of the
campaign, and we are awaiting the naming of candidates to
see how the actual camp&ign speeches will be framed. All
nominations must be in the hands of electoral commissions
by November 12th, so that we have not lon to wait.

The personnel of the Central Electoral
Commission shows the general representation to be expected
on the ballots;--Party, trade unions, collective farms,
face21es, mills. It is almost unthinkable that a candidate
could survive the close scrutiny of an alert class conscious
leadership of the working class to put his name on the ballot
on December 12th if he .is not an enthusiastic worker for
the present program. hat campaign issues there are could
not conceivably arise on the question of general Party
policy. Fhat the Soviet voter is going to have a chahce to
do in December is to strike out the red tape artists and
bureaucrats who now dog his steps. The very threat of this
eventuality may be enough to eliminate in advance much of
this abuse of authority which has long called forth severe
criticism in the press.

Greetings to you all,
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The boys have come in and I am very much pleased
with your choice. You certainly now have three people who
are not in the least alike--with different backgrounds,
interests and hopes for the future. That is as it should
be, and I am having a lot of fun working with them and
fitting our pi.tures together.

So far things have gone very well, and they have
gotten about the town quite a bit. There remain the big
tasks a_head, but we shall see what can be done. One can
never tell in advance what the result will be so that I
shall not even guess.

The naming of election day as ecember 19th,
suggests that I stay for it and catch the train taking
me straight to Havre for the ashingtons sailing. At
the present time my visa runs out on ecember lOth, but
they may give me two extra days when the time comes. In
any event we shall see vhat can be (I one.

I have mailed by registered ma;1 the paper on the
elections, together with a chart on how it all works. I
shall be interested to hear whether you hink this
material can be msed. I leave it to your discretion in
placing it.

y health is better than it has ever be , no
doubt due to the strenuous canoe trip which utTn better
shape than I have been in for some time. y wo@k keeps
me rushed, and the boy’s coming ad to the din, but it
is worth the effort and will prepare me for the tempo
which I know I am going to have to face in Chicago.

Bens packages of books came through on Internat.
’egislation. I hope mine have done as well.
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Dear r. Rogers:

I understand that r. Hazard i back in Russia and ill
return to this country on or about December 29. Our Association will
have its annual meeting in Chicago on December 29, 30 and 31. I
am most anxious to invite Jir. Eazrd to give an informal talk at
one of our sessions on Legal Education and the Administration of
Justice in Russia. What I should like best would be to ask him to
talk on the evening of December 30 for, roughly, forty-five minutes.
The University of Chicago Lav Schoolpeo.ple tell me that he is
planning to do some work there after his arrival, and so it occurred
to me that he might be able and willing to come to our meeting. We
shall be glad to pay his expenses.

Knowing that you would be in touch with him, I thought I
would write you first to find out how definite his plans are. Our
printed program ought to go to press by the middle of November or
the last week of November, so there is very little time to be lost.
If you wish to do so, I should be glad to have you write him inediate-
ly on receipt of this letter.

If he is planning to take a ship which is not scheduled
to arrive in New York until the 29th, I think we Would hardly be
safe in scheduling him for the evening of the 30th unless he is used
to flying. We could Schedule him for the morning or afternoon of
the 31st if necessary, though he would have a better crowd on the
evening of the 30th and it-would fit a little better into our program
to have him on that date.

Our annual meetings are attended by law school teachers
from all over the country, generally around 30. He needn’t be afraid
of his audience as they will be very sympathetic and tremendously
interested.

Please let me hear from you as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,

LKG- vc



A iW VOTING PHOCDUHE FOH H SOVieT DNION

With the first election to the Supreme Soviet

of the U.S.S.R. set for December 1Pth, educational campaigns

are in full swing to acquaint the public with an unfamiliar

voting procedure. Activit really dates from the ratification

of the draft Constitution o December 5, lg6 introducing

principles largely new to Russians and the other nationalities

comprising the Soviet Union, but the publication of the

elector&l law on July 9,1937, followed by the naming of an

election day has been the signal for mass education.

Everything centers about the Constitution with

its basic principles and%he electoral law with its specific

details which provide novelty ample enough to make extensive

explanation necessary. To carry out this work special in-

structors have been sent into every corner of the country, and

evening study circles are the order of the day.

gost striking of all the irmovations is the

abolition of class restrictions on the franchise. These had

previously been a characteristic feature of the old elecOrag!

systems outlined in the basic laws of each of the Republics

comprising the Union. Former factory ovmes, large shopkeepers

employers of labor for profit, priests, and Tsarist police

had constituted the disenfranchised groups under these docu-

ments. Besides these political unreliables the insane and

persons specially deprived of the privilege by a court vere

also denied the right?to vote.

Now the picture is greatly simplified, just as

Lenin said that it could be someday when conditions were rip
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for the change. Now Stalin emphasizes that the achievement

of socialism has made possible the realization of Lenin’s

prophesy, and last December’s Congress of Soviets followed

this lead in opening the franchise to all citizens over the

age of eighteen with the exception of those declared insane

in the manner provided by law and those deprived of citizenship

rights by a court. This latter class was somewhat augmented

by a decree of October 16,137, which in effect vJithholds the

ight to vote from suspected criminals unergolng preliminary

investigation if they are being held under guard. It also

announces that sentenced criminals not deprived of citizenship

rights may vote only if their sentence is not being served in

a prison.

Although the group having the right to vote is

desribed in what would appear to be nearly all-inclusive terms,

women and members of the ed Army are specially named in the

Constitution as possessing theright of the frnchise. By

these sections the generality of the new franchise is re-

emphasized. These groups would, of course, fall within the

term "citizens" but they are mentioned separately to contrs.st

with Tsarist days and with constitutions of some other states

which still specifically exclude them.

Candidacy for any elective position was opened by

the new Constitution to any citizen if nominated by the Communist

Party organs trade unions, cooperatives, youth organizations,

and cultural associations. Broader definition of these groups

was left to the later law.



Of interest to Americans is the fact that foreign

citizens, who used to have t/ right to vote and be elected

if they sprung from peasant-worker stock, are now deprived of

these rights by virtue of the fact that they do not fall within

the class of Soviet citizens. This privilege of the franchise

was not formerly an empty right, for under it a foreigner was

elected to the oscow City Soviet, while many a foreigner

exercised his right to vote. This privilege was part of the

general manifestation of the arxian principle of the brotherhood

of the woring peoples of the world. Today the situation

has greatly changed, for most foreign workers desiring to remain

permanently within the Soviet Union have adopted So.iet

citizenship. The need for the old provision vanishes, since .th few

foreign workerswho retain their foreign passports are

p2imarily temporary residents not having the political background

necessary to permit them to choose intelligently.

Further articles of the Constitution provide still

other inqovations, requiring that voting be direct,secret, and

by electoral districts. With these new Specifications as major

principles to govern the framing of an electoral law, the

Stalin Constitution left definition of details to the outgoing

Central Executive Committee of the Union. The publication of

this electoral law as well as the law of October 12,1937 setting

a date and outlining electoral districts has completed the picture.

The electoral law options with an outline of the

method to be used in determining which specific persons have

the right to vote. Residents are not left to their own initiative.

The government does not vait until a person .uts in an appearance

at a registration booth, The administration takes the active role,
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and each village or ward. soviet is directed to prepare an

alphabetical list of all_prmanent and temporary residents

within its jurisdiction, excluding only those declared insane

or deprived of citizenship rights by a court. If the district

is an army unit, the commander prepares the list. Thirty days

prior to an election date this list must be published or

posted in a public place in the district so that all may check

it for errors. Any mistake must be communicated to the local

soviet, whose Executive Committee must consider the question

within three days. On refusing to satisfy a complainant, the

committee must issue a written explanation on the basis of which

the complainant may tun to the People’s Cgurt of the district.

This court which is the usual court of original jurisdiction

in civil and criinal cases must hear the complaint within three

days, and its ruling is final.

Absentee voting is carried out in a manner quit

unfamiliar to Americans. Should a resident move away bfore

election day,he is to be given a certificate on a special form,

identical in all parts of the country,on which his right to vote

is certified. ’@@ih this certificate he may present himself

at any polling. place here he may happen to be on the "election

date, his vote being cast not for ia candidate in the district

from which he came, but for one of the nominees in the district

in vhich he presents himself. This provision assures the exercise

of the right to vote to all citizens including transients.

Election is by districts, formed to comply with

the differing character of the two chambers of the Supreme

Council. Both Chambers have equal rights, delegates being elected
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for four year terms, and laws being required to pass both

bodies before they may be declared efective.

For the Soviet of the Union, w.hich is a body

representing all citizens of the Union as individuals, the

country idivided into BB electoral districts of SO0,O00

persons, from each of which districts a delegate is to be

elected. These districts do not necessarily follow boundary

lines of national cultural areas, some of hich are far too

small to number even enough inhabitants to constitute one

electoral district.

For the Soviet of Nationalities, which is a

body representing citizens of the Union not as individuals but

as members of national groups no election solely on population

principles ,vas desired. Citizens will vote for a member of a

delegation representing the national cultural group in the

Soviet. This delegation will vary in size according to the

relative size and stage of political development of the

nationality. This relationship has already been determined by

the Constitution defining eleven ’Union Republics" with 25

representatives each; twenty-two "Autonomous Republics" ith

ii representatives each; nine "Autono]ous Regions" with 5

representatives each; and nine "National Districts" with one

representative each. Three more National Districts have since

been added to bring the total deputies in this chamber to 574.

In this manner each national group and each national culture

will be represented in a roughly proportionate way in the

central government.-

The issue is slightly complicated by the fact that

only the eleven Union Republics are fully autonomous. The other
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units in spite of their names lie w.qthin Union Republics and

are partially under their supervision and control. As a result

of this the citizens of the smaller national groups have a

vital interest in the policies of the Union Republic under

whose aegis they ma be, and this interest calls for some

representation in the choosing of the large delegation 7hich

represents the Union epublic in its entirety including the

smaller national groups within its boundaries.

To satisfy this need it is provided that the smaller

nationality in addition to choosing a national delegation to

represent its ovnq culture may also share in the smleCion.6f

the large national delegation to be sent by the Union Republic

in hich it lies. Its share in this delegation is determined

by the proportion its population bears to the total population

of the Union Republic. To make this pictur:e concrete one may

take the example of the-oldavian Autonomous Republic which

lies within, the boundaries of the Ukrainian Union Republic. The

Ukraine’s total population is 31,90,000, while oldavia’s

is but some 700,000. In consequence the oldavian Republic

will vote not only for its ov delegation of ll deputies

representing oldavia, but it will vote also, together with the

city of Odessa in the Ukraine,for one of the large Ukrainian

delegation of 25 persons.

Voting for .the men,bets of the national delegation is

not by list, but each member represents a specific geographical

area within the cultural group. To put tis principle into

practice the area occupied by the nationality is divided into

special electoral districts in accordance with the number of

representatives which each nationality may elect. This
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makes personal acq,uaintance a possibility and permits it to

act as a criterion in judging the desirability of a candidate.

Polling p]a.ces or precincts are distributed in

accordance with carefully defined rules, it beingo required that

the polls for the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities

be identical. The law and the amendment define seven classes

of polling places, two of which are the most usual. In rural

areas the polling place as a rule must be provided for each

locality which has 2,000 inhabitants, Srregardless of whether

they are all qualified voters or not. There may be a separate

precinct if the number of people in a village and its immediate

environs numbers not more than 500. A recent amendment has

reduced even this small unit to a requirement of no more than

300 inhabitants if the village is more than lO kilometers from

the place which, would be the precinct under the electoral law

as originally published.

In cities there must be a polling o!ace in each

district where there are from 1500 to 2,500 inhabitants. Since

it is obvious that these two basic types of polling places would

not make it convenient for persons in remoter regions to vote,

the law goes further to provide that in remote sections of

the far north, in nomad and mountain districts polling places

may be set up if the area has as few as 50 inhabitants.

For the eceptional situation there are three



special types of po places to be formed in very small

units; ships,, hospitals, maternity homes, sanitaria, and

invalid homes. Any one of these which has more than 0 voter_______gs

may organize a separate poplace. The army unit votes

for candidates in the district in which it may be stationed,

while the ship votes for candidates in the district of its home

port.

Persons living in diplomatic missions abroad,

trading corporations like the Amtorg in New York and Arcos in

London, Redarmymen in small border patrols, and persons in

Small sanitaria will not be able to vote unless they can get to

one of the regular pogplaces provided for under other headings.

In this way a recent arrival at Amtorg vho had a certificate

from his home soviet entitling him to vote might present it at

any oviet ship in New York harbor and vote for the candidates

of the ship’s home port.

Control and supervision over the mechanics of

elections is provided by a series of commissions set up by the

electoral law. They. follow the usual soviet administrative lines of

division, there being a central commission for. the whole Union,

a commission in each Unohi[Republic, Autonomous iepublic, Autonomous

Region, and National District. Close to the people stands the

dist2ict lectoral commission in each district from which a

delegate is to be elected. This commission controls the work of

the precinct commissions which sit in each of the many pollg

places.

Each electoral commission from the top to the bottom

is composed Of members chosen from the organs noinating candidates
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for election. Each commission as finally constituted ust be

approved by the governmental organ in the area within hich y

sit This means that the central electoral commission is approved

by the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union; the commis-

sion for each Republic is approved by the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet of the Republic; the commission for each electoral

district is approved by the Central Executive Committee of the

District Sovieto; while the precinct elector-l comJission is

approved by the local village soviet in the country or by the
ward soviet in the city.

The central electoral cosmission as named on October

13th contains fifteen persons. These represent the Co.munist

Party @rgans of 1oscow Leningrad, Kiev and one central Asian

Republic, the hSAl,unin Communist Youth League(Komsomols)

four labor unions including those of writers and school teachers,

two collective farms, two factories, and the Society for the

Defence of the Soviet Union and for the Development of its Aviation

and Chemical Industries(Osoviadqim). The Chairman is naed as

a representative of the All-Union Council of Trade Unions.

Tasks of the electoral com.nissions are framed to

include everything necessary to successfully complete the

elections. The Ventral Commission oversees the whole election,

describing the form of ballots, ballot boxes, and other materials.

The Republic Commissions head up the -ork of the district

commissions, which in turn arrange for the establishment of

precincts and print the ballots for distribution to each of

the precincts. Their function also includes the collection and

compilation og electoral returns. The comlnission in each
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precinct in turn is coposed of representatives of the

major organizations nominating candidates, and its function

is to carry out the oeneral instructions in concret form,

arrange for the polling place and its equipment, check persons

who present themselves to vote, matin order, and finally

count the ballots and notify the district commission of the

resuIts.

odel pong places already set up for the

purpose of educating people for whom the whole affair is quite

new look much like similar arrangements in America. Partitioned

and curtained bootsiine the walls around a central table where

the precinct coission will sit to check nmes and keep order.

Nominations are not put forward by individuals

but by organizations. Defining these groups in broad terms,

the Constitution lists the Communist Party, trade unions,

cooperatives, youth organizations,cultural organizations, and

adds another class called "other organizations". This general

list as expanded by the electral law which specified that this

included local as well as central units of the Party and other

organizations. The law ent further to declare that it included

general asemblies of workers in factories, offices, or on

collective and state farms.

Campaign issues will not be those familiar to

voters in America. Stalin has aid that a candidate stands for

election upon the basis of his record in a place in which he

works. This system is heralded as a method .of eliminating people

who are important only in their own eyes and not in the eyes of

their fello workmen. riters argue that if a man or woman is

not acceptable to the people who knov him best, why should he
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allowed to crowd the lists of candidates and seek election

fro the public in general who can judge him only through

campaign speeches. Sponsorship by an organization will amount

to evidence to other vQters that the candidate has already

proved his worth among his critical co-workers.

Churches and other religious orgainzations are

prevented from entering candidates for political office,since

the early revolutionary law on the Church separates it from the

state and all political activity.

Although the law provides no particular procedure

for choosing a nomie.practice has already centered upon the

method of the ,o.-. ballot. Nominations are made orally in

open neeting. Names are ritten on the blackboard. Nominating

speeches may be made or critics be heard, and elections follow

as each qualified member of the group casts his ballot

-p. .hands.

No person who is a member of an electoral commission

ma be a candidate. To this rule there is one exception, permitting

a person to serve on a precinct comission in any district in

which he is not a candidate. No residence requirement for a

candidate is demanded, but to eliminate the possibility of a

single candidate’s running in several districts, the law permits

a candidate to consent to run in only one district. This rule

is of great importance in a country where national figures such

as Alexei Stakhanov and Dusya Vinogradova gain such prominence

that many districts might be expected to nominate them. Althouh

a person may not be a candidate in more than one district, the

la does not forbid his candidature as the nominee of more than



one nominating group within the district in which he has

consented to run.

Nominations must be forwarded to the district

electoral commission at least SO days before elections, and

rust cotain both the minutes of the meeting nominating the

candidate and his personal cons<nt to stand. Should the district

commission refuse to register a candidate, appeal may be had

to the central electoral comission, whose decision is final.

Lists of candidates iust be published in the national language

by the district commission at least days before elections,

and the ballots with the names of the candidates must be dis-

tributed to all precincts .iti.in the district i0 suffcient

Ii vot rs.ouantity to su[..l a e

orinating organs _may ca.paign for their candida-tes

and are assured of the use of streets, press,and public halls for

these purposes. Since only one Party exists in the U.ion

grouos butcampaigns are not conducted Oetween opposed Paro,

bet.;een organizations all of whom accept principles of socialism

but who a,- differ in opin.%on as to the comparative ability

of different people to carry out the g<reral principles on which

ali agree.

Voting procedure is so similar to that in America

that only a few points need be emphasized. L]lection day is a

single non-..-,rmmng’" da[y, and the polls remain open from 8 .M.

t midnight..Annotuncement of the pol!i..g place ust be pblished

in the local press for tnty days preceding the elections. As

ech person appears personally, his name is checked against the

registrtion list s he resents his oassoort, trade union



ParFcard or other official document which may serve as a

certain means of identification.

Each voter receives a ballot and an envelope and

retires to a separate partitioned booth. He crosses out all

names on the ballot except that of the prson for vhom he ishes

to vote, seals the ballot in. an unmarked envlope and after

returning to the general room,drops it in the standard type,

padlocked ballot box.

This pocedure is followed to choose a delegate for the

Soviet of the Union and is repeated in ch:osing the delegate to

the Soviet of ationalit+/-es. In small national groups it will

be repeated even a third time to select a delegate to the Soviet

of iationalities from the small national group as well as from

the Union Republic..

If a person not on the list of residents appears bearing

a certificate of his right to vote issued by a soviet in some

other district, his name is added to the list, d his:@.tificate

taken up and forwarded to the district commission.

At the end of the voting session the box is opened in

the presence of all members of the precinct commission and the

press, and the total number of env,.lopes is compared with the

number f persons who are registered as having voted. en this

is tallied, the Chairman opens each envelope, reads aloud the vote

and records it. Ballots are declared invalid if they are not of the

form and color fixed by the Central Commission, if they are not

in an envelope or in an envelope other than that officially

designated as the correct type, or if more than one name has

been left uncrossed out on the ballot.



%hen the ballots have been counted,a report is

prepared together with a summary of the entire day’s proceedings.

These are sent to the district electoral commission by special

messenger who must be dispatched within 24 hours. The actual

marked ballots are sealed and turned over to the local soviet

for safekeeping and any subsequent examination if that be

necessary.

The district commiSS adds up the totals sent in by

each precinct commission and declares the person elected. To

win the election a candidate must receive an absolute majority

or more than half of all votes c&st. Should this not happen,

a rtun-off election must be held within two .eeks according to

the .ame rules, but in this second election only the two highest

candidates are permitted to run. This same procedure is followed

if a delegate during his term of office ithdraws from his

duties.

Having determined the person elected,the district

commission gives him a certificate of hi authority, and /ithin

24,hours starts a mesenger with this name to the central

electoral commission who will later present the name to the

credentials commission of the chamber concerned.

Since distances are long in the Soviet Union and

travelling time for the special messenger may not be inconsiderable,

it is possible that the final results will not be in _oscow for

a onth or so. in this event the press may step into the gap

as it does in America and wie the results as news items so that

unofficial returns may be out in a short time. The carrying out

of this service is still a matter of cojecture.
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To eliminate tampering vith elections the electoral

law provides for a seri-s of criminal penalties for election

offenses. Persons .ho intinJidate voters are subject to a

penalty of to years deprivation of freedom, while forgery

of election returns subjects an official to three years

deprivation of freedom.

A bureaucratic approach to this problem is the fear Of

the Party press whihis even now reminding readers that the active

participation of the masses in the whole e]sctions is the essential

element to democratic procedure. No one knows as well as the

Party leaders that rules cannot assure success, and it is the

application of the rules which the Soviet world will watch with

the keenest interest. The days intervening before December l.th

will be practically unprecendented covering as they dc oh .i

the celebrations in honor of the Tventieth miversary of the

proletarian revolution and the first elections since the achevement

socialism.

John N.Hazard

Iioscow, U.. S .P.
October 20,1937.


